The Analysis of Initial Achievement of Crosscutting Concept: Cause-Effect and Critical Thinking of Junior School Students in Ceramics Crafts-Integrated Natural Science Learning
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ABSTRACT
This research is aimed to analysed initial achievement of crosscutting concepts: cause-effect and critical thinking in ceramics crafts-integrated Natural Science learning. The research utilized analytical descriptive by using 32 students as the respondents. The research instrument utilized ceramics crafts-integrated test questions. The data analysis technique was performed by using quantitative percentage. The validity and reliability of the test instruments were analyzed using the Quest application. The reliability value is 0.88 which means the test instrument has high reliability. The results showed that the ability of critical thinking on the indicators of analyzing data was 51.56%, evaluating 57.81%, valuing towards a problem 82.81%, examined inter-problem logical relationship 18.75%, and drawing conclusion 51.56%. While the level of understanding of crosscutting concepts on the indicators of categorizing was 28.12%, examines 53.12%, and predicts 56.25%. Overall, students' critical thinking skills and understanding of crosscutting concepts are low. The development of science learning tools must be designed to be able to increase the understanding of cross-cutting concepts: cause & effect and critical thinking.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Era development changes rapidly, it certainly has many positive and negative effects, especially if it is used directly without sorting it out. One of negative impacts of era development if it is not controlled well is the outdated of local culture. Local wisdom is a characteristic that comes from an area from generation to generation [1]. Indeed, local culture is not as dazzling as modern culture because it is as a traditional and past culture, and past life [2]. However, local culture is actually and identity and pride.

Indonesia is a unitary state which consists of various ethnic groups and people. Each local area has its own culture, including Klaten Regency is very strategical, which is between two big cities, such as Jogja and Solo. Besides its natural wealth, Klaten has some tourist villages which offer local potential of Klaten area, such as centre of ceramics in Melikan Bayat, batik in Tembayat Wedi, lurik in Pedan, paper umbrella in Juwiring and agro-tourism of freshwater fishery in Polanharjo [3]. This research will use ceramics craft in Bayat as a learning material of Natural Science lesson.

Bayat ceramics has existed since 600 years ago, the era when Sunan Pandanaran learnt from Sunan Kalijaga [4], [5]. Therefore, Bayat ceramics craft is truly a heritage from the area ancestor. The centre of Bayat ceramics craft has its special characteristic that the making process uses oblique technique [5]. However, not all Bayat ceramics products can be shaped using oblique technique, but only the small to
medium size one. According to the crafts people’s statement, oblique rotation technique is usually utilized by female craftspeople. The use of oblique rotate tool is provided on figure 1.

Figure 1 Bayat special oblique rotation technique

It is relevant for women who have feminism side. Ceramics produced in Bayat maintain its traditional elements, but are packed up with new nuance affected by the mind openness of Bayat ceramics craftspeople towards outsiders [6]. It means, Bayat craftspeople maintain local culture principles, but do not block themselves from accepting era development which is adjusted to their culture.

According to [6] and a craftsman’s statement, generally, Bayat ceramics making techniques are as follows: (1) clay production; (2) smooth the material by using mixer until obtaining products as in figure 2; (3) Moisten the material with “ngeplok” method; (4) Ceramics shaping using traditional instrument as seen on figure 3. (5) Keep ceramics dried; (6) clear up the shape of ceramics; (7) apply lethoh; (8) smoothen ceramics; (9) smoothen the ceramics through “ngambu” process; (10) Dry ceramics by let it overnight, as on figure 4, (11) Ceramics firing is done by using traditional furnace; and (12) it is performed through smoke firing process by using traditional furnace with embers piled up with “munggur” leaves. The firing process utilizes traditional furnace as seen on figure 5.

Figure 2 Bayat ceramics materials

Figure 3 Bayat ceramics shaping

Figure 4 Process of ceramics settling for firing

Figure 5 Firing furnace of Bayat ceramics

Natural Science is always related to the neighbourhood environment, so that various phenomena, activities or condition in the neighbourhood environment can be taken as a benefit in the Natural Science learning activities. Some local potentials in the society have been scientifically tested to be used as Natural Science teaching material [7]. The use of local potentials in the learning activities are needed, one of them is for the development of learning instrument [8], including local potential of Bayat Ceramics crafts. The closer students with environment are, the easier they are able to understand and solve a problem [9]. It indicates that local potentials in the neighbourhood environment of students support them to comprehend learning materials which are delivered.

A learning that can use local potentials as the teaching material is expected to improve the understanding of crosscutting concepts: cause-effect and critical thinking of students to respond to the era demand. Critical thinking is very important for today's developments [10]. It means that critical thinking skill is an essential thing for students to possess in facing the era development. According to [11], critical
thinking skill of student at grade 9 of Junior High School (SMP) is categorized as low. Required learning activities that can provoke critical thinking skills [12]. Learning topic selection can also influence a learning. A learning which uses local potential is effective to increase critical thinking ability [13]. Critical thinking skill can be developed if it is continuously sharpen by connecting various knowledge to solve a problem. Dimension which is able to bridge students in connecting various concepts of problem solving are *crosscutting concepts* [14]. *Crosscutting concept* is one of NGSS dimensions [15]. This research is focussed on cause-effect aspect. It is able to provide a connection between disciplines and ideas in each topic [16].

Based on the problem, this research is aimed to analyzing initial achievement of *crosscutting concepts; cause-effect* and critical thinking of Junior High School (SMP) students in Klaten Regency. The indicators which are utilized for the understanding of *crosscutting concepts; cause-effect* are categorize, examine, and predict. Critical thinking indicators in this research are analyzing data, evaluating, valuing towards a problem, examining inter-problem logical relationship, and drawing a conclusion.

2. METHOD

This is a descriptive quantitative research. The samples were students at Grade VII of State 1 Junior High School of Prambanan Klaten which the total respondents were 32 students. The samples were determined by simple random sampling. The test is integrated with local potential of Bayat ceramics crafts in form of online form which was distributed to students. The test was in form of multiple choices which consist of 10 of 20 questions of *crosscutting concepts; cause-effect* and 10 of 20 questions of critical thinking which are developed by the researcher and validated by expert lecturer. The analysis technique which was utilized in this research is descriptive analysis method. In order to see the indicators achievement, table of achievement level of each indicator is utilized and provided on table 1.

**Table 1.** Category of achievement level of each indicator [17]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81.25 &lt; X ≤100</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.50 &lt; X ≤81.25</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.50 &lt; X ≤71.50</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.75 &lt; X ≤62.50</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 &lt; X ≤43.7</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Description of Students’ Critical Thinking

Critical thinking has a very important role for students’ future success, including the ability to solve a problem [18]. *Critical thinking* has become a basic ability that should be possessed by the students to overcome the challenge of a more developing time change. In order to measure critical thinking skills of the students, this research adopts some indicators of critical thinking skills to be reorganize and adjusted with the materials and integrated with Bayat ceramics crafts. The instruments of critical thinking test that has been done by students will furthermore is analysed for each emerging indicators.

![Percentage of student in each indicator of critical thinking ability](image)

**Figure 6** Percentage of student in each indicator of critical thinking ability
Based on figure 6, it is known that the percentage of students who correctly answered on indicator of analysing data 51.56%, evaluating 57.81%, valuing towards a problem 82.81%, examine logical connection among problems 18.75%, and drawing a conclusion 51.56%.

3.1.1 Analyzing Data

Based on figure 6, 52.56% of 32 students answer the question correctly on indicator of analysing data. This number is equal to the final indicator, which is drawing a conclusion. It means that students’ ability in analysing data is categorized as low. If it is seen from the numbers of students who answer correctly on the indicator of analysing data has only a half little more of the total respondents. It is in line with the research [19] that found low categorized students’ analysing ability. The analysis will certainly not develop if it’s not sharpened continuously.

3.1.2 Evaluating

Evaluation ability is related to an ability to provide a valuation towards solution and methods which are utilized in answering questions and criticising arguments [20]. The process of valuing or evaluating is a step before drawing a conclusion [21]. Students who answer the indicator of evaluating correctly has 57.81%. It means that students’ evaluating ability is categorized as low. The evaluating ability is defined as a method to identify strengths and weakness in our mind [22]. The ability of evaluating can be categorized in high level thinking skill because it is able to value strengths and weakness. Therefore, the ability to evaluate students should be improved.

3.1.3 Valuing Towards A Problem

Students’ ability to value a problem indicates 82.81%. Therefore, their ability in valuing a problem is categorized as high. It is in line with [23] who stated that the ability to value an information which is critical thinking skills indicator indicates an excellent critical thinking skills. However, the students' ability to value a problem must be improved. No matter how high the score is, the ability must be honed. It is important to bring up a case/issue in the students’ learning activity so they are accustomed to value an issue scientifically. Certainly, the concrete issue exists around the students will enable them to value scientifically.

3.1.4 Examining Inter-Problem Logical Relationship

The students’ ability of examining inter-problem logical relationship at State 1 Junior High School Prambanan Klaten indicates 18.75% which is categorized in a very low category. It is in line with the research [24] that stated students are less able to examine. The examining ability of inter-problem logical relationship is very crucial to be possessed by students because by examining, they will understand information as a whole. The process of examining can develop thinking, opinion, imagination and creativity of students [25]. Therefore, in understanding a problem, students can see logically.

3.1.5 Drawing A Conclusion

Students’ ability in drawing a conclusion is on the percentage 51.56%. The number is equal as on the first, which is analysing data. The students’ ability of drawing a conclusion is categorized as low. It is different with the finding of [26] that stated their concluding ability is categorized as moderate. While [8] stated the initial ability of drawing a conclusion that the indicator of critical thinking skills of students of Junior High School in Jepara is categorized as low. The ability of drawing a conclusion is very important because it equips students to understand an information. Therefore, learning activity to improve students’ concluding ability is required.

3.2 Description of Students’ Crosscutting Concepts: Cause-Effect Understanding [27]

The intended relationship is a cause and effect relationship, so the students are able to scrutinize cause and effect of an event. In order to measure students’ crosscutting effect: cause-effect, this research adopts Crosscutting effect: cause-effect indicator from NGSS to reorganize and adjusted with material and be integrated with Bayat ceramics crafts. Test instrument of each crosscutting effect: cause-effect indicator that is performed by students is analysed.

Figure 7 Percentage of student in each indicator of crosscutting effect: cause-effect ability
3.2.1 Categorizing

The categorizing ability of Students of Junior High School Klaten indicate percentage of 28.12% which is low category. The ability of categorizing should be improved as the students’ provision to face era development. It is in line with [28] that state categorizing ability of students are considered as low. It is also the lowest percentage of the other three indicators of crosscutting effect: cause-effect, which has 28.13% in difference compared to the highest percentage indicator, predicting.

3.2.2 Examining

The students’ examining ability on crosscutting effect: cause-effect indicator is on percentage 53.12%, which is categorized as low. It is in line with research [24] that find students’ examining ability is low. Examining process is an important process that must be undergone by students when understanding the information obtained so they are able to sort it out. Examining process is able to develop mind, opinion, imagination, and creativity of students [25]. Mind development in examining activity does not merely come from institution but in-depth thinking process. Therefore, an ability to examine students should be improved.

3.2.3. Predicting

Predicting ability on indicator of crosscutting effect: cause-effect indicates 56.25% that is categorized as low. Predicting ability must certainly be improved to meet era development. It is irrelevant with [29] that students’ predicting ability is categorized as moderate to high. Learning activity should be adjusted as an instrument to improve students’ predicting ability. Therefore, this research integrates Bayat ceramics crafts in Natural Science Learning.

4. CONCLUSION

The conclusion of research on the analysis of initial achievement of Junior High School Students’ crosscutting concepts: cause-effect and critical thinking in Natural Science learning indicates the level of understanding of both crosscutting concepts: cause-effect & critical thinking skills are low.
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